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Martin Joseph, D.O. 
Why HonorHealth IM Residency: The people! I am so lucky to learn from and grow with the amazing                                                      
people here at the TPK and throughout HonorHealth. 

Future Plans: I am interested in Infectious Disease and Toxicology. I am open to pursuing a 
fellowship post residency, but for now I look forward to enjoying my time and growing as an 
Internal Medicine Resident. 
Fun Facts: Gym, Tan, Laundry (just kidding). But really, I like to stay active, travel, eat different 
kinds of food, play videogames, watch movies, and listen to electronic dance music. 

 
 
 
 
 

Paige McCleary, M.D. 
Why HonorHealth IM Residency: I wanted a small-sized program where I knew my work would be 

valued. To me the HonorHealth IM Residency was the program that would make my personal growth 

and development as a physician a priority. 

Future Plans:  I have not decided my next step yet, but I am interested in continuing with Internal 

Medicine. 

Fun Facts: Apart from medicine, I love competitive sports! I am always interested in forming a 

fantasy football league or playing a pick-up game of soccer. 

 
 
 
 
 

Anh Nguyen, D.O. 
Why HonorHealth IM Residency: I had the chance to rotate with the HonorHealth IM Program as 
a Sub-I during my fourth year of medical school. Not only did I learn a great deal during my rotation, 

but I was impressed with how kind and supportive everyone in the program was. The program may 

be young, but that does not limit our ability to become great physicians. I am proud to be a part of 

the Third Class of this program. 

Future Plans: I will be looking to pursue a fellowship after I complete my residency at HonorHealth. 

Fun Facts: I love rainy days, outdoor activities, drawing, cooking, traveling, and hanging out with 
my peers! 

 
 
 
 

Jacqueline O'Neill, M.D. 
Why HonorHealth IM Residency: I chose HonorHealth because everyone here has 

genuine investment in the residents and our careers. In addition, I wanted to be 

somewhere that enabled me to make a difference. 

Future Plans: My future goals are to work as a hospitalist or to do a fellowship in either Critical 

Care or Infectious Disease. In addition, I want to work with Global Health and Health Policy. 

Fun Facts: My favorite thing to do outside of medicine is travel and learn about different cultures 

and their history. 



 

 

 

Lydia Taranto, M.D. 
Why HonorHealth IM Residency:  I grew up in rural northern Arizona working in the outdoors in my family’s home 
businesses. I decided to go into the medical field when my niece was born with complex congenital heart defects, 
inspired by her journey. I attended Northern Arizona University for undergrad (Biology, Chemistry and Economics) and 
the University of Arizona College of Medicine in Tucson for medical school. Initially I thought I would go into surgery, 
but after one year in residency here in the Valley I decided that I would rather be involved in patient care through 
Medicine rather than Surgery. I love cardiology and especially the pathophysiology of congenital heart disease, 
particularly in the adult. 

Future Plans:  My goals are to enter cardiology and do an additional fellowship to emphasize care of the adult with 
congenital heart disease. 

Fun Facts:  When I’m not working or studying, I enjoy spending time with my horse, oil painting, exploring as much of 
the world as possible, and my daily favorite, gym time! 

 

 
 

Jonathan Theriot, D.O. 
Why HonorHealth IM Residency: Three things about the HonorHealth IM Residency stood out to 
me. One, I did not have to relocate my family! Two, an unbeatable quality of life as a resident. 

Three, I really got a sense that the faculty is truly dedicated to teaching. 

Future Plans: My future plan is to work in rural inpatient medicine. 

Fun Facts: I have two little kiddos and a working wife so "me time" is quite rare. I wanted to go to 
culinary school at one point. As a result, I was challenged by Dr. Markus, our Program Director, to a 

gumbo cook-off. 


